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Data network
solutions from
Vodat International
Every physical venue needs a robust, reliable
network on which to run its digital devices
and those of its consumers
The connected customer experience is reflected at numerous
points throughout the purchasing and ordering journey, bringing
multiple network challenges for companies.
Whether it’s sales associates utilising tablets to deliver product
or menu information, or through offering customer Wi-Fi, merchants’
networks must support a growing number of devices and platforms
in their physical environments.
Organisations need to consider if their communications
infrastructure is powerful enough to deliver adequate connection
speeds – securely and consistently – to ensure they are achieving
their commercial- and customer-related goals.

How does it work?
Vodat International’s data network solutions benefit from
the company’s long-term partnerships with major UK and
international carriers.
Every circuit request is analysed to provide the most costeffective option, and built to offer resilience, speed and high
bandwidth at all levels.
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Why Vodat?
We provide exemplary customer support, and our mission is to
be part of your strategic planning process.
With our data network solutions, organisations can take
advantage of our cutting-edge solutions, long-standing dedicated
expertise in these fields, and our array of managed services and
support capabilities.
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MPLS and SD WAN
Vodat can provide a high performance MPLS (WAN)
network, built across multiple data centres that use
enterprise hardware and an array of tier one carriers
to provide the service merchants need.
Meanwhile emerging SD WAN technology – which
compliments MPLS – could be ideal for deploying
connectivity to multiple international locations
linking back to the UK without giving up
central management.

Vodat partners with all
the major UK carriers,
international partners and
many niche providers to
maximise the uptime of
site connectivity

Vodat is able to a provide
variety of options for
connectivity in multiple
markets

Going international?
Just as domestic customers demand the seamless
integration of digital tools and processes in their
purchase journey, so too do foreign audiences –
sometimes to an even greater extent
Many UK organisations are looking to international
territories for their next stage of growth – and the
same level of infrastructure investment is required
abroad as it is at home.
To support businesses’ expansion across the globe,
Vodat is able to a provide variety of options for
connectivity in multiple markets – through leveraging
its close partnerships with international carriers and
network operators.

Resilience
Vodat partners with all the major UK carriers,
international partners and many niche providers
to allow companies the capability to maximise the
uptime of their site connectivity – in whichever
territory they operate.

To find out more about our data network solutions, contact us on
+44 (0)161 4061820 or email: info@vodat-int.com

